Information about the offering and allocation of newly issued shares
Of More Return Public Company Limited for Private Placement.
According to the Board of Directors Meeting No. 3/2020 of More Return Public Company Limited (“the
Company”) held on July 17, 2020, approved to propose to the Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders
No. 1/2020 To consider and approve an increase in the Company's registered capital in the amount of
177,250,000 baht from the original registered capital of 326,543,579.75 baht to 503,793,579.75 baht by issuing
3,545,000,000 new ordinary shares with a par value of 0.05 baht for issue. And offering 3,000,000,000 newly
issued ordinary shares to specific investors (Private Placement) and to accommodate the exercise of the right to
purchase the newly issued ordinary shares from the exercise of the warrants to purchase shares no. (MOREW2) in the amount of 545,000,000 shares, which will be issued to the existing shareholders of the company in
proportion to their shareholding without charge (zero baht).
Over the years, More Return Public Company Limited (“the Company”) has sought and studied new
businesses. In order to create opportunities to increase income and return for shareholders in the long term. In
addition, at present, the Company is in the process of constructing a water distribution and distribution pipeline
on Koh Samed. During the beginning of the construction of the water supply project on Koh Samed, the
Company has continuously studied the R.O. (Reverse Osmosis) system and other water-related systems, thus
recognizing the opportunity to do business related. And get advice from an agency that has expertise (Regional
Waterworks) In the water distribution system for consumption and consumption, the management therefore
conducted a study on the properties of pyrolusite. Which is an important and special feature in solving the
problem of unclean water from various contaminants. Together with ** Asia Water System Solution Co., Ltd.
"(AWSS)" has been researching and testing the properties of these minerals together over a period of more than
2 years, such as testing in groundwater, brackish water and shrimp ponds. In addition, the Company's
management has business partners in connection with the said business and therefore sees a channel to
operate in the mineral business as planned. Including Thai herbal products project. At the company See trade
opportunities and business competitiveness. There are 3 cooperation parties which are (1) the Company (2)
Department of Thai Traditional and Alternative Medicine and (3) Medical Association of Thai Traditional and
Combined Medicine. (Is the owner of the trademark of quality herbal products under the name "Camphor") to
promote Thai herbal and herbal products entrepreneurs. By promoting the sale of Thai herbal products both in
Thailand and abroad To add value and potential in international competitiveness of the country in the field of
herbs, the company has researched herbal groups. Along with the production and distribution of products
under the brand "Camphor" as a model of quality herbal products shop
Note: According to the information of the Department of Business Development
** Asia Water System Solution Company Limited located at 343 / 314-315 Klonglamjiak Road.
Nuanchan Subdistrict, Bueng Kum District, Bangkok, Tel: 021066400 Ms. Waranrada Jirawatjradet and Mr.
Yuttana Kwang Seng are the Company's directors. Operates type business: 37000 wastewater management
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The directors and shareholders of the said company do not have any relationship. There is no conflict
of interest with the management and with the company “MORE”.
By developing both projects as described, it can help reduce the risk of the company. From
dependence on single income (currently income from the battery rehabilitation service business and income
from the management of personnel the main source of income comes from human resource management).
Therefore, the company needs to acquire additional sources of funds by issuing specific capital increase
shares to help the company There is a strong capital base for future investments. The details of the Company's
capital increase share offering to a specific investor (Private Placement) that are material to the shareholders'
decision are as follows.
1. Details of the offering of the newly issued ordinary shares to the specific investors Method for
determining the offering price and market price.
1.1 Methods of offering for sale and allocation
The company will allocate the newly issued ordinary shares, the allocation of the newly issued ordinary
shares, not more than 3,000,000,000 shares with a par value of 0.05 baht per share for private placement to
specific persons (“Investors”)
1. Mr. Pattharadech pulkerd,
in the amount of 1,000,000,000 shares
2. Mr. Thana-ut Trithitithan
in the amount of 1,000,000,000 shares
3. Mr. Chalermphong Mahavanichwong, in the amount of 1,000,000,000 shares
The issuance of the newly issued ordinary shares is an offering of shares that the Board of Directors
has resolved to clearly determine the offering price in order to propose the shareholders' meeting to consider
clearly stipulating the offering price at the price of 0.50 baht per share. The total value is not more than
1,500,000,000 baht which is the offering price which is not lower than the market price in accordance with the
criteria specified in the Notification of the Capital Market Supervisory Board No. TorJor. Limited dated 28
October 2015 (and as amended) (“TorJor. 72/2558” Notification). The market price for the offering of newly
issued ordinary shares to investors is calculated from the average price. Weighting of the Company's ordinary
shares Traded on the Stock Exchange of Thailand (“SET”) for at least 7 consecutive working days but not more
than 15 consecutive days prior to the date of the Board of Directors No. 3/2020 meeting on July 17, 2020
resolved to propose. This agenda item shall be submitted to the Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders
No. 1/2020 of the Company to consider and approve the issuance of newly issued ordinary shares of the
Company to a specific investor (Private Placement) (between 8-16 July 2020). Equal to 0.36 baht per share
(data from SETSMART www.setsmart.com) According to www.setsmart.com) with a premium at the rate of
38.89% of the market price. The selling price of the newly issued ordinary shares to the specific investor is the
price without a discount from the market price. Therefore, it does not qualify as an offering of newly issued
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shares at a price lower than the market price specified in the TorJor. 72/2558 Notification. The Company does
not wish to issue and offer shares at a price lower than the market price for the benefit of the Company. And
shareholders as a whole
In addition, although the company Must be approved by the shareholders' meeting for the offering
and allocation of the newly issued ordinary shares of the Company To investors this time, the Company has to
be allowed to offer the Company's newly issued ordinary shares. To specific investors from the Office of the
Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) as specified in the TorJor. 72/2558 Before the offering and
allocation of the newly issued ordinary shares of that company In this case,
However, the Company must be approved by the shareholders' meeting to offer and allocate the
Company's newly issued ordinary shares. To investors this time, the Company has to be allowed to offer the
Company's newly issued ordinary shares. To specific investors from the Office of the Securities and Exchange
Commission (“SEC”) as specified in the Tor Jor. 72/2558 Notification before the offering and allocation of newly
issued ordinary shares. Of the said company. If the offering date of the newly issued ordinary shares to a
specific investor (Private Placement) is lower than 90% of the market price (market price is calculated from the
weighted average price of the Company's ordinary shares traded in the past 7-15 )The Company has a duty to
prohibit investors from selling all the newly issued ordinary shares within 1 year from the date on which the
Company's newly issued ordinary shares begin trading on the Stock Exchange (Silent Period). After the date on
which the newly issued ordinary shares of the said company begin to be traded on the Stock Exchange for a
period of 6 months, the investors will be able to gradually sell the shares that are prohibited from selling in the
amount of 25%. Of the total number of shares prohibited from selling in accordance with the criteria specified in
the Notification of the Stock Exchange of Thailand on the criteria, conditions and procedures for considering an
application for accepting ordinary shares or preferred shares in the capital increase as listed securities B.E.
2558 Dated May 11, 2015 (and as amended)
In addition, the Board of Directors 'meeting has resolved to propose that the shareholders' meeting
consider and approve the authorization of the Board of Directors. Or the Executive Committee Or Chief
Executive Officer Or a person authorized by the Board of Directors Or a person authorized by the Executive
Committee Or a person authorized by the Chief Executive Officer as Person with authority to act. Regarding the
issuance, offering for sale, allocation and subscription for the newly issued ordinary shares Which includes the
following actions
(1) To consider and determine other details related to the allocation of the newly issued ordinary shares
to the specific investors, including but not limited to the determination of the offering period. As well as
stipulating conditions and details relating to It is required to comply with the laws and regulations related to the
issuance and offering of securities.
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(2) Prescribing and revising the subscription date. And the offering date of the newly issued ordinary
shares Allocation of newly issued ordinary shares is one time or one time. Payment of shares Including other
conditions and details Related to the subscription and offering the newly issued ordinary shares
(3) fixing the offering price higher than the stipulated price by the resolution of the shareholders'
meeting of the company. In this regard, it is in accordance with the regulations of the Capital Market
Supervisory Board No. TorJor. 72/2558, with the said offering price will be the best according to the market
condition during the period that the Company will offer shares to the private placement. bite
(4) Signing, amendment, change in contact or reporting of various reports In various application
documents And evidence necessary and relevant to the issuance, offering for sale, allocation, subscription and
delivery of such newly issued ordinary shares, including contacting and submitting an application for approval.
Documents and evidence shall be submitted to the Ministry of Commerce, the SEC Office, the Stock Exchange
of Thailand. Government agencies or other agencies Related And listing of the Company's newly issued
ordinary shares on the Stock Exchange of Thailand. And has the authority to take any other action necessary
and appropriate in order for the issuance, offering and allocation of the newly issued ordinary shares to the
private placement of the Company to be successful.
1.2 Determination of the offering price And reasonable price
The Company considered the appropriateness of the offering price per private placement
at the price of 0 .5 0 baht per share due to the time negotiating with investors, the average share price of the
Company was 0.35 baht per share. Regarding the possibility of the project that the company will operate, the
company has requested to sell shares at a price that has added (Premium) in order not to affect the existing
shareholders and to reduce the dilution of the existing shareholders again. One way The Company therefore
considered issuing warrants to purchase ordinary shares of the Company No. 2 ( MORE-W2 ) to the existing
shareholders without charge. However, when considering the offering price of the Company's capital increase
shares to be issued to investors at the price of 0.50 baht per share, this time compared with the market price of
the Company's shares. The calculation is based on the weighted average price of the Company's shares traded
in the stock market for the past 7 consecutive days prior to this meeting of the Board of Directors.
That is, between 8-16 July 2020
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Date
8 August 2020
9 August 2020
10 August 2020
13 August 2020
14 August 2020

Volume ('000 Shares)
19,387.50
14,384.60
12,658.20
31,413.60
29,175.33

Value ('000 Baht)
6,960.00
5,140.00
4,480.00
11,200.00
10,170.00
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No.
6
7

Date
Volume ('000 Shares)
15 August 2020
36,960.33
16 August 2020
17,519.50
61,499.06
Total 7 Days
Weighted average price for 7 working days (baht / share)
90% Weighted average price of 7 working days (Baht / Share)

Value ('000 Baht)
13,260.00
6,220.00
57,430.00
0.36
0.32

The above offering price of the newly issued ordinary shares is therefore not less than 90%
of the market price in accordance with the criteria specified in the Notification of the Capital Market Supervisory
Board No. TorJor. The offering of newly issued shares to private placement dated 28 October 2015 (and as
amended) (“TorJor. 7 2 /2 5 5 8 ” Notification). To investors calculated from the weighted average price of the
Company's ordinary shares. Traded on the Stock Exchange of Thailand (“SET”) for at least 7 consecutive
working days but not more than 1 5 consecutive days prior to the date of the Board of Directors No. 3 /2 0 2 0
meeting on July 17, 2020 resolved to propose. This agenda item shall be submitted to the Extraordinary General
Meeting of Shareholders No. 1/2 02 0 of the Company to consider and approve the issuance of newly issued
ordinary shares of the Company to a specific investor (Private Placement) (between 8-16 July 2020). Equal to
0.36 baht per share (data from SETSMART according to www.setsmart.com) with an additional (Premium) at the
rate of 38.89 percent of the price. The market where the selling price of the newly issued ordinary shares to the
specific investors is the price without a discount from the market price. Therefore, it does not qualify as an
offering of newly issued shares at a price lower than the market price specified in the TorJor. 7 2 / 2 5 5 8
Notification. The Company does not wish to issue and offer shares at a price lower than the market price for the
benefit of the Company. And shareholders as a whole
In addition, although the company Must be approved by the shareholders' meeting for the
offering and allocation of the newly issued ordinary shares of the Company To investors this time, the Company
has to be allowed to offer the Company's newly issued ordinary shares. To specific investors from the Office of
the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) as specified in the TorJor. 72/2558 Notification before the
offering and allocation of newly issued ordinary shares. Of the said company
In this case, if the offering price of the newly issued ordinary shares to a specific investor
(Private Placement) is lower than 90% of the market price (market price is calculated from the weighted average
price of the Company's ordinary shares traded in the past 7-15 )The Company has a duty to prohibit investors
from selling all such newly issued ordinary shares within 1 year from the date on which the Company's newly
issued ordinary shares begin to be traded on the Stock Exchange (Silent Period). Of that company started
trading in the stock market the maturity period is 6 months before investors can gradually sell the ordered
shares. The said sale may not be permitted in an amount of 2 5 % of the total number of shares that are
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prohibited from selling, in accordance with the criteria set out in the Notification of the Stock Exchange of
Thailand on the criteria, conditions and procedures for considering an application for accepting ordinary shares
or preferred shares. The capital increase is listed securities B.E. 25 58 , dated 11 May 2 01 5 (and has been
amended).
1.3 Name and information of the specific investor who will be offered and allocated the
newly issued ordinary shares
List of allocated shares
1. Mr. Pattharadech pulkerd,
in the amount of 1,000,000,000 shares
2. Mr. Thana-ut Trithitithan
in the amount of 1,000,000,000 shares
3. Mr. Chalermphong Mahavanichwong in the amount of 1,000,000,000 shares
Mr. Pattharadech pulkerd
Occupation / Experience
Year 2013-Present
Position:
Company

Year 2013-Present

Overview
Position
Company

: Director /Is a shareholder 40 percent
: Phatra Development Property Company Limited
Established on February 28, 2011.
: Buying and selling real estate
: Director /Is a shareholder 96.50 percent
: May Plus 2005 Company Limited
Established on September 26, 2005.
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Relationship with the
company:

Conditions or an
important agreement
The benefits that the
company expects to
receive:

There is no relationship with the company or the directors. Executive or major
shareholder and shareholders who have been allocated
* As of the date the Board of Directors has approved the offering of newly issued shares
to specific investors, Mr. Pattharadech pulkerd holds shares in May Plus 2005 Co., Ltd.
and is the authorized director. It may be regarded as a connected transaction in the
future. However, on the date of negotiations to solicit Mr Pattharadech pulkerd, the
change of directors and shareholders is in process. However, on the date that the
Company offered for sale Which after the offering date of the newly issued ordinary
shares to Mr. Pattharadech pulkerd, does not hold any shares and hold any position in
May Plus 2005 Company Limited and therefore is not considered a connected
transaction. Including persons under Section 258 of Mr. Pattharadech pulkerd in
accordance with the Notification of the Capital Market Supervisory Board No. TorJor.
And the Notification of the Board of Governors of the Stock Exchange of Thailand Re:
Disclosure of Information and Operations of the Company on Connected Transactions
B.E. 2546 dated November 19, 2003 (including any amendments).
-NoneAs a former shareholder and authorized director of the pyrolusite mining business, they
have more than 10 years of direct experience in such minerals, whereby the company is
able to bring know-how to develop products that are highly value-added.

Mr. Thana-ut Trithitithan
Occupation / Experience
Year 2013-Present
Position
: Director/ Is a shareholder 23.75 percent
Company
OK Herb Company Limited
Established on October 24, 2013
Manufacture and sale of functional drinks, functional drinks Especially
Herbal Drinks or Herbal Drinks and Beauty Drinks or Beauty Drinks
which are distributed in the country. And abroad
Relationship with the There is no relationship with the company or the directors. Executive or major
company:
Conditions or an
important agreement -NoneThe benefits that the Because he has experience in manufacturing many kinds of herbal products Which will
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company expects to be able to provide advice to companies in the herb project. At present, there are no
receive:
plans to enter into transactions with OK Herb Co., Ltd.
Mr. Chalermphong Mahavanichwong
Occupation / Experience
Year 2019 - Mar 2020
Position : Director/Is a shareholder -0- percent
Company: Mix 915 Company Limited Established on 14 Nov 2019
Business type:
Business to distribute products through satellite TV media including
advertising media management
Year 2018-present
Position
Audit Committee / Independent Director / Member of the Nomination
and Remuneration Committee
Company
CSP Steel Center Public Company Limited Established on 26 July
2005
Business type: Steel service center by operating the business of processing and
distributing steel supply
Coil and steel processing services
Year 2018 - Mar 2020 Position
Chairman of the Executive Committee/Is a shareholder -0- percent
Company
TV Direct Public Company Limited Established on 04 May 2011
Business type: Multi-channel marketing
Year 2011-Mar 2020 Position
Director/Is a shareholder -0- percent
Company
Chairman of the Executive Committee
Business type: Multi-channel marketing
Year 2011-2017
Position
Director
Company

Year 2010-2017

Relationship with the
company:
Conditions or an

Nippon Paint Deco Coating (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Established on 25 October 2011
Business type: Manufacture, sale of paint and color products
Position
Director
Company
DNA 2002 Public Company Limited
(Currently, More Return Public Company Limited)
Established on 20 June 2011
Business type: Distribution of entertainment media
There is no relationship with the company or the directors. Executive or major
shareholder and shareholders who have been allocated
-None-
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important agreement
The benefits that the
company expects to
receive:

Because he is an individual who has experience in managing a company in the stock
exchange regarding the production business and distribution channels. This will help
the implementation of new projects. Of the company more efficiently and have business
relationships in various fields from work experience This will be able to expand existing
business and new businesses. At present, there are no plans to do any transaction in
the company that Khun Chalermpong. Mahavanichwong Director

After the capital increase, the 3 investors did not take part in the management of the group of companies.
And the 3 investors are not related under Section 258 of the Securities and Exchange Act, which this
acquisition of the Company's ordinary shares is an individual decision and is not related, and the 3 investors
are not. There is an agreement between the shareholders to hold shares of the company. Therefore, such
investors do not jointly act in the act of being included in the same group (Acting In Concert) in this
acquisition of newly issued ordinary shares.
1.4 Top 10 shareholder structure before and after the offering of newly issued ordinary shares to individuals
Limited
Shareholding structure before and after the offering of newly issued ordinary shares to the specific investors
of the first 10 shareholders
Before capital increase
After the capital increase to
No.
List of shareholders
(As of 13/03/63)
Private placement
Number of
Proportion
Number of
Proportion
shares
(percent)
shares
(percent)
1.
Mr. Ummarit Klomchitcharoen
1,507,200,165
23.08
1,507,200,165
15.81
2.
Mr. Pattharadech pulkerd
1,000,000,000
10.49
3.
Mr. Chalermphong Mahavanichwong
1,000,000,000
10.49
4.
Mr. Chalermphong Mahavanichwong
1,000,000,000
10.49
5.
UOB KAY HIAN PRIVATE LIMITED
790,400,000
12.10
790,400,000
8.29
6.
Mr. Sirisak Piyatassikul
581,250,000
8.90
581,250,000
6.10
7.
Mr. Samart Chua Siripattana
338,150,265
5.18
338,150,265
3.55
8.
Mr. Warong Phatchaikul
268,498,300
4.11
268,498,300
2.82
9.
Diamond Jubilant Corporation
250,000,000
3.83
250,000,000
2.62
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No.
10.
11.
12.
13.

List of shareholders
MR. APIMUK BAMROONGWONGSE
Mr. Pawit Chaithammakorn
MR. SUSITAK ACHARIYASOMBAT
Ms. Aiyada Chinnawat

Before capital increase
(As of 13/03/63)
221,187,000
3.39
168,092,200
2.57
137,200,000
2.10
130,257,072
1.99

After the capital increase to
Private placement
221,187,000
2.32
168,092,200
1.76
137,200,000
1.44
130,257,072
1.37

2. Objective of issuing newly issued ordinary shares Money plan
2.1 Objectives of the share issue
The company will issue and allocate the newly issued ordinary shares. To offer for sale to specific investors
(Private Placement) and to support the exercise of the right to purchase ordinary shares under the more-W2
warrant, which will be issued to the existing shareholders of the Company in proportion to their shareholding.
And use the proceeds received for the capital increase shares as investment budgets in the Pyrolusite Water
Purification Project, Thai Herbal Products Project, as well as used as working capital to support the Company's
current operations and or to support the Company's operations. Expand the business of the company in the
future. If there is a significant change in the purpose of use of capital increase and / or acquisition of assets The
company will seek the resolution from the shareholders' meeting one more time.
2.2 Plan to use the money
The issuance and offering of newly issued ordinary shares to a specific investor (Private Placement) this time,
the company will receive money within the fourth quarter of 2020, which the company expects to allocate the
proceeds to be used as working capital. To support the operation of the company at present and / or to support
the business expansion of the company in the future by the plan to use the capital increase the details are as
follows
Plan for Use of Proceeds
Amount
1. Invested in the Pyrolusite Water Filtration Mineral Project
1,000,000,000.00
2. Invested in the Thai herbal product project and set up a shop a retailer of Thai herbs.
300,000,000.00
3. Used as working capital in other businesses
200,000,000.00
รวม
1,500,000,000.00
- As for the plan to use the proceeds from the exercise of the right to purchase the
ordinary shares under the warrant, MORE-W2 , whether on the exercise date. The
company will receive money from exercise in full in accordance with the number of
warrants MORE-W2 or not, the company will allocate the allocated money as follows.
5 0 % of the proceeds from the exercise of the MORE-W2 will be used for mineral
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processing. Pyrolusite water filters are products such as water filters, water filters and
accessories. Related to water filtration systems
- - 50% of the proceeds from the exercise of the MORE-W2 will be used for research and
development of Thai herbal products under the Thai Herbal Products Program and
“Camphor” shop.
- The details of the project are summarized as follows:
1. Invested in the Pyrolusite Water Filtration Mineral Project
(1) Nature of the project / project progress:
It is a project to sell pyrolusite water filter minerals to companies or individuals in the area
experiencing water supply problems. And consuming unclean from various contaminants Which operates under
More Return Public Company Limited, the mineral has special properties that help solve the problem of rust in
water. It is also able to trap dust in water, including heavy metals such as iron, manganese, arsenic, etc. to
obtain clean water. The Company has signed an agreement to purchase and sell pyrolusite mineral water filter
products (Pyrolusite) on July 5, 2020. With May Plus 2005 Co., Ltd., the holder of the concession certificate No.
5 /2 5 5 2 , requesting to produce pyrolusite in Chiang Mai area as an exclusive purchase agreement with the
terms of the agreement stating that the order can be made in The specified period is within 1 0 years or the
order quantity of 400,000 tons, whichever comes first. In the event that the contract expires, the contract can be
renewed for a period of 5 years at a time, with the appropriate purchase price determined again. The company
has pledged a contract of 100 million baht and the company will receive the collateral of the contract in full at
the end of the contract under any circumstances.
The company plans to implement the project as follows:
1 . To act as a distributor of such minerals to general consumers. By selling in stores Including
online distribution channels
2 . Procurement of water filter equipment with mineral water filter Pyrolusite (Pyrolusite) for
distribution. Which is the production according to the quantity ordered the target customers are community
water treatment groups. And schools in rural areas with water quality problems
This is because it is a mineral that is globally recognized as a standardized mineral and has been
tested for use without processing, and it meets renewable standards. Water filters available in the market today
are gravel, sand, carbon, manganese oxide. The said water filter has limitations on settling time, iron and
manganese slurry suspensions in the raw water tank.
As such, the management has become interested in this project, therefore, has conducted a
study of the mineral quality efficacy for a period of time, therefore, has confidence in doing business, therefore
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proposing to the Board of Directors meeting and anticipating the project can be started immediately. After
receiving money from this offering of capital increase shares
Such project the company has become interested and therefore has conducted a study on the
efficiency of the mineral quality over a period of time, therefore has confidence in the business and anticipates
that the project will be started immediately. After receiving money from this offering of capital increase shares
Although a skilled PP will not be directly involved in management. However, due to the study
stated in item 1, together with the mineral, it has self-filtering properties. There is no need for complicated
production processes Therefore, no special skilled personnel is required. However, PP is willing to pass on the
knowledge and experience they have on mineral products free of charge. This will enable the company to
think further and increase channels to generate income from the mineral.
In order to start the business, the company does not need permission. Since it is a mineral for sale
by May Plus 2005 Co., Ltd., a seller who must be authorized.
(2) Opportunity for the said project to generate income for the company.
Since the company is currently in the process of finding a business that can operate in the long
term. That can generate income and make profits for the company sustainably. Based on the analysis of the
said project on mineral quality by the company the efficacy and properties of minerals from the source are
tested and the needs of the sites facing current problems are assessed. Therefore, it is a good opportunity for
the company to invest in this project. Due to problems of water conditions in rural or local areas It is also a major
problem from the terrain. As a result, the water used for consumption and consumption is not of quality and
clean enough. Which pyrolusite Can solve such problems effectively the projections of revenue of the project
during the first three years are as follows.
(Million baht)

Total income
Gross profit

y1
1,494.00
831.59

y2
1,548.00
894.28

y3
1,610.10
939.92

The total income for 3 years as shown in the above table consists of income from the sale of ore.
It accounts for 24-30 percent and revenue from sales of water purifier systems in the proportion of 71 76 percent. The company has studied and analyzed the returns of The project consists of An analysis
of the internal rate of return of the project (IRR: Internal rate of return) found that the project had a
35.78% rate of return and a 3-year Gross Profit Margin ratio between 55.66% - 58.38 and Net Profit
Margin% 22.29 - 25.90
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The company is currently looking for customers to support the business. The company has sent
officials to test the water quality in various industry groups such as shrimp aquaculture industry or
other industries. According to community sources Who encounter water quality problems And need
clean water to be used in production to reduce the cost of raw water Including proposing a water
treatment system project for factories in industrial estates.
However, the company still has the intention and determination to operate the business. By
setting policies and goals for organizational expansion. From seeking more opportunities and
distribution channels as well
( 3 ) Impact expected to occur to the company in case of project failure / risk from project
implementation
What may happen if the funding is not successful. The company may lose a significant business
opportunity. This will cause the planned business plan to not achieve its objectives. However, the
company still has risks from the project implementation. As on the date of signing the pyroloxde
purchase agreement, Mr. Pattaradej Poolkerd is still a director of May Plus 2005 Company Limited.
Another 5 years at a time by setting the appropriate trading price again After the PP share offering
date, Mr. Pattaradej Poolkerd is no longer a director and shareholder of May Plus 2005 Company
Limited. May have an impact on such reasonable bargaining. However The change in major
shareholder and director of May Plus 2005 Company Limited does not affect the terms or conditions of
the main contract which has been signed, whichever is. Before the resignation of Mr. Pattaradej
Poolkerd, a memorandum will be made attached Subject: Acknowledgment of this agreement signed
on 5th July 2020 between the Company's directors and the new group of shareholders (The new
shareholders of May Plus 2005 Co., Ltd. do not have relationship with connected persons and persons
under Section 258 of the connected persons of "MORE" and Mr. Phatradej poonkerd). Signed as a
witness. However, Khun Pattadech Poolkerd will prepare such documents to be correct and legally
enforceable. In addition, the company may face risks in the event that its revenues and performance
are not as expected. This could happen for many reasons such as the economic slowdown.
Technology changes Including consumer behavior, etc. After the share offering date to Mr. PhatraDej
poolkerd, the Company has measures to monitor the shareholding status and the position of Mr. Phatra
Dej poolkerd in May Plus 2005 Company Limited. The relevant departments of the Company follow up
and report to the Audit Committee meeting of the Company on a quarterly basis.
(4) Expected budget for initial use:
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The budget used in the project of 1,000 million baht, which is the payment of collateral under the
purchase and sale agreement of Pyrolusite water filter minerals (Pyrolusite) in the fourth quarter of 2 0 20 and
commenced the purchase of pyrolusite water filter minerals (Pyrolusite) for Distributed according to customer
orders It also provides equipment and tools for mineral water treatment for shrimp pond operators and water
quality improvement in communities and rural schools with water quality problems.

Objectives of Capital Increase
Amount

(MB.)

1 Deposit margin for purchase and sale100.
agreement (1)
2 Product value of Pyrolusite (2)
700
3 sets of water filter equipment (3)
200
Total project investment budget
1,000

Period of use
When processing order It is expected to order by the beginning of
the fourth quarter of 2020.
within 2021
within 2021

note:
(1) The security deposit will be refunded when the purchase and sale contract is expired under any
circumstances. To place a deposit of 100 million baht in order to acquire the exclusive trading right
in the said mine, the Company views that such amount is reasonable. Because it is a high value
contract and to guarantee that the company Will be the sole seller If there is a further contract
extension the insurance limit may be reviewed again to reflect the contract value. In the event of a
decrease in the contract value, the company will receive the security deposit. If the contract expires
and the contract is not renewed, the seller must return the security deposit to the company in full
according to the conditions of the contract.
( 2 ) Price of Pyrolusite mineral products (Pyrolusite) as it is a mineral that can be used immediately
for sale without any production process, which can be packaged. And sold immediately It will enable
the company to recognize. Income from buying and selling the above value is the purchase of
products to meet the needs of customers within a period of 2 years. Mineral trading price It is a price
that is mutually agreed upon between buyer and seller. Making it impossible to find a suitable market
price to be compared Because the above product is a specific product Low-seller Are not traded in
the general market and it is a high-volume trade Therefore, the company is offered a price that is
cheaper than the market price. Make the most of the benefits for the company
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In the process of ordering ore The company will purchase ore. In the amount of 700 million baht,
which in the first order is the purchase of minerals according to the contract amount or number of
years, whichever comes first (Depending on the allocation of the capital increase that the company
will receive from this issuance and offering of shares) By Objective. The company will order
packaging materials for mineral packaging, which May Plus 2005 Co., Ltd. is the operator of
packaging for the company. The company does not have a stock of products. As the company does
not plan to build a warehouse to store products in any way.
( 3 ) water purification kits. Cost of procurement of water filter equipment with mineral water
purification Pyrolusite (Pyrolusite) for distribution Which is the production according to the quantity
ordered the target customer group is community water treatment group. And schools in rural areas
with water quality problems. Procurement of water filter equipment It is not an acquisition of assets.
Since these items are gradually purchased for sale and distribution with ore. This will bring the
equipment to assemble and place a water treatment system through mineral water filters.
* Shareholders can view more details about this project from the attachment. "Details of the project"
2. Invest in Thai herbal products project
(1) Nature of the project / project progress:
The project is operated under More medical Company Limited, a joint project of 3
departments between (1) the Company, (2) Department of Thai Traditional and Alternative Medicine,
and (3). Medical Association of Thai Traditional and Combined Medicine (Is the owner of the trademark
of quality herbal products under the name "Camphor") to promote Thai herbal and herbal products
entrepreneurs. Promote the sale of Thai herbal products Both at home and abroad To increase the
value and potential of international competitiveness of the country in herbs The company distributes
products under the brand "Camphor" as a quality herbal product store model.
The company has signed a memorandum of understanding and to operate quality herbal
products. Quality herbal products shop under the brand "Camphor" has a period of 10 years from the
date of signing the contract and in the third quarter of 2020, the company has started publicizing the
product launch under the brand "Camphor" and released in ICONSIAM and FOODLAND 7 branches
and in the fourth quarter of 2 0 2 0 will conduct research of Thai herbal products to increase product
diversity. Expanded distribution channels online to make it easier to reach customers and collect
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herbal products to sell to increase the potential of Thai herbal products and plan to continue making
franchises
Because the company has experience and expertise from the previous business. "DNA" in
operating the distribution business Home Entertainment Media And telecommunication technology and
mobile phone / peripherals business Through participating stores, such as in Lotus Express, Big C
Mini, which is a retail distribution business (Retails) both online and offline And able to expand
distribution channels to make it easier to reach customers And collect herbal products to sell to
increase the potential of Thai herbal products Therefore seeing that the cooperation of all 3 parties will
be able to Utilize the potential of each party to work effectively and achieve business goals together to
create profitability and corporate growth in the future.
(1) Opportunities for the said project to generate income for the company:
The current situation is widely used by Thai herbal products. The company sees an
opportunity to research and produce herbal products. By receiving cooperation from relevant
departments, an organization with knowledge in researching and developing herbal products To
produce and sell to consumers with quality And also saw an opportunity to increase distribution
channels in leading stores and general supermarkets In this regard, the sharing of returns under the
memorandum of this project To doctors of the Thai Traditional Medicine Association and Combined
Medicine from the annual profit
The projections of revenue of the project during the first three years are as follows.
(Million baht)

Total revenues
Gross profit

Year 1
116.17
61.57

Year 2
232.35
123.14

Year 3
462.70
245.23

The Company has formulated an operational plan and analyzed the performance of the
said project and found that the ROI: Return on Investment ratio was 1.0 - 1.36 percent.) 53% and Net
Profit Margin 21%
( 1 ) Expected impact to the company in case of project failure / risk from project
implementation:
What may happen if the funding is not successful? The company may lose a significant
business opportunity. This will cause the planned business plan to not achieve its objectives. However,
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due to the herbal products business It is a business related to health. At present, the trend for love
health includes the use of modern medicine. And the use of herbal medicine the herbal supplement
market is considered to be a rapidly growing market. Therefore, the company must research and
develop products that have quality. And has modern production technology in order for the product to
be recognized both for product quality and hygienic production Consideration of investing in such
projects the company may face risks in the event that its revenues and operating results do not meet
expectations. This may arise for many reasons such as (1 ) economic sluggishness (2 ) change in
behavior of Consumers (3) Intense competition and new competitors. To come into the market and (4)
technology changes in which the company will need to adapt and focus on digital marketing strategies.
The Board of Directors has carefully considered such risks. In which the implementation of that project
the relevant departments are responsible for detailed and agreed upon the roles and functions of each
agency. Including preparation of work plans / projects to achieve the objectives of the operation This
has to be a meeting together to discuss closely and continuously.
(1) budget expected to be used initially
The operating budget is 300 million baht. During the third quarter of 2020, the company has
operated Thai herbal products under the brand "Camphor" and organized a product launch event, and a shop
including selling products. For public relations And plans to use Thai herb research to produce herbal products
in the fourth quarter of 2020 for sale in stores Keep pace with expanding distribution channels in the planned
plans Both online And expanding branches in Stores in department stores and drug kiosks in leading drug
stores The goal is to expand 100 branches within 3 years, including the production of various herbal products.
Objectives of Capital Increase Amount

(MB.)

1.Budget for production and distribution of Thai herbal
THB 50
products,
2 Domestic marketing budgets
THB 130
3 Research and development budget for herbal THB 50
products
4 Platform development budgets
THB 20
5 Budget for branch expansion under the THB 50
brand "KARABOON" (1)
Total project investment cost
THB 300

Period of use
starting production and distribution in the third quarter
of 2020
after the signing of the memorandum of cooperation
within the third quarter of 2021
by 2021
within the second quarter of 2021
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Note: (1)
1. Online Platform Development Budget is a development to increase product distribution
channels as well as promote products to online media, which is a modern channel and can be quickly
accessible to all consumer groups.
2 . Expansion budget under the brand "Camphor" with plans to expand into kiosks and
consignment to drug stores in leading department stores.
3. The company is the operator of raw material procurement by purchasing from various
sources. Including commissioning for production Marketing and distribution plan for the products
under the brand "Camphor" (which is a trademark of the Medical Association), although PP with
expertise will not be directly involved in the management. However, the company has experience and
expertise from the retail distribution business (retails) before, so we are confident that the company will
be able to execute as planned.
Products distributed by the company are product development and research in
collaboration with the Department of Medical Services and the Medical Council, which the company
does not produce by itself. But hiring a standardized herb producer Which are external companies and
are not related
In the beginning of the business The company needs to build the brand awareness of its
products to be widely known and in order for the products to reach the target customers directly and
quickly. Therefore, it is necessary to have a high allocation of marketing budget. Both as a promotion
Advertising product through online channels Or product publicity by issuing a booth at the Thai Herbs
Fair In order to make popular products and consumers more easily accessible
The said investment is considered an acquisition of assets under the Notification of the Capital
Market Supervisory Board No. TorJor And the announcement of the Stock Exchange of Thailand board Subject:
Disclosure of Information and Actions of Listed Companies in Acquisition or Disposition of Assets B.E. 2 5 4 7
("Notification on Acquisition or Disposition"), when calculating the size of the transaction
As specified in the announcement on the acquisition or disposition of the transaction the
transaction size is equal to 13.66% according to the method of calculating the transaction size according to the
total value of consideration criteria. (According to the financial statements for the first quarter ended March 31,
2020 which has been audited by the Company's auditor) Details of the calculation of the transaction size are
shown in the table below, which is less than 15% of the transaction size. Of the total value of consideration. The
Company does not have any asset acquisition transactions that occurred during 6 months ago Which must be
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included in the calculation of the value of the acquisition of assets above, therefore, such transaction does not
meet the criteria for the acquisition of assets required to disclose information under the Notification on
Acquisition or Disposition.
หลักเกณฑ์

สูตรการคานวณ

การคานวณ
ขนาดรายการ
(หน่วย: ลบ.)
Total value of the consideration Received transaction value x 100
70x100
13.66
Total assets of the company
512.42
Note: The 70-million-baht investment budget is calculated from the online platform
development budget to increase distribution channels and branch expansion under the brand "Camphor" with
the goal of expanding 100 branches within 3 years.
* However, shareholders can find more details about this project in the attachment. "Details of
the project"
3.. Used as working capital in business
In this issue of capital increase shares. The company used capital increase in the amount of 2 0 0 million baht to
support the current business plan. It is used as working capital in the company's support, for example, the increasing
number of employees to support the expansion of the planned business plan. With the following objectives

NO.

1

objective

Estimated
amount
(Million
THB).

How long to
spend money

Increase liquidity and used as working capital Support business
plans for personnel management in the USO Net center project for
the school (Providing high-speed internet service according to the
project, providing mobile phone signal and high-speed internet
service in marginal areas. Of the NBTC) in which the Company
operates Which consists of Compensation for center staff from the
increasing number of centers (currently there are 63 centers) and
the Company expects to be able to manage more centers to 100
centers by 2020 In connection with supporting the said business

20.00

Within the fourth
quarter of 2021
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Some reserve for debt repayment from the company Was sued by
a bank as the second defendant as the guarantor of the former
subsidiary, the first defendant, to the Civil Court, to jointly spend
81.3 million baht with interest at the rate of 15% per annum, which
Within the fourth
is currently being filed. Petition
80.00
quarter of 2022
*(In case the outcome of such lawsuit is beneficial to the company
Resulting in not having to pay the above liabilities This limit, the
company will reserve for the working capital of the business in the
future)
3 Used as working capital during the first phase of the water supply
management project on Koh Samed. Since the project has not yet
Within the first
realized the full income as planned. Due to the sluggish tourism
50.00
quarter of 2021
industry impact from COVID-19 , the project is currently under
construction and is in the process of selling tap water.
4 Used as working capital to increase liquidity in the company's
Within the fourth
operations. For administrative expenses such as employee
50.00
quarter of 2021
expenses. Office cost and other expenses.
From the analysis of financial liquidity, it was found that in the first quarter of 2 0 2 0 the
company has a working capital ratio of 0.30 times, which is considered the company has a low liquidity level.
And due to the financial status of the company Who are unable to borrow from financial institutions It is also
difficult to obtain funds from other sources such as issuing short-term and long-term debentures, etc. It is
therefore used as working capital to increase liquidity. Including helping to build business potential and
strengthen the Company's capital structure. To be strong Manage the financial structure in an appropriate
proportion. It also increases liquidity and has more working capital, which will benefit the Company's long-term
business support according to the funding plan.
In this issue of capital increase shares the company used capital increase in the amount of
2 0 0 million baht to support the current business plan. It is used as working capital in the support of the
company, for example, the number of employees is increasing to support the expansion of the planned
business plan. From the analysis of financial liquidity, it was found that in the quarter 1 / 2 0 2 0 financial
statements, the Company had a working capital ratio of 0.30 times, which considered the Company to have a
low level of liquidity. And due to the situation of the company Who are unable to borrow from financial
institutions It is also difficult to obtain funds from other sources such as issuing short-term and long-term
debentures, etc. Therefore, the said working capital is used to increase financial liquidity. Including helping to
strengthen business potential and strengthen the Company's capital structure. To be strong Manage the
2
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financial structure in an appropriate proportion. It also increases liquidity and has more working capital, which
will benefit the Company's long-term business support according to the funding plan.
2.3 Impacts that may occur in the event that the funding goal is not achieved
If the funding is not successful as planned. Will result in the company Unable to expand the
business as planned Which can lead to a loss of commercial opportunities in business operations And therefore
need to extend the period of operation of the Each project is more The company Need to find new sources of
funding To be used as working capital in project management Due to current conditions The company
considered it difficult to raise funds by other means.
3. The details necessary for shareholders to support a decision to approve the capital increase /
share allotment.
(1)

Effect on shareholders' equity (Control dilution)

Control Dilution = The number of ordinary shares to be offered to the private placement.
The number of ordinary shares to be offered to the private placement of shares + amount paid.
Control Dilution =
3,545,000,000
(3,545,000,000+6,530,871,595)
Control Dilution =
35.18%
(2)

Effect on stock price (Price dilution).
ราคาตลาดก่อนการเสนอขาย1/ – ราคาตลาดหลังการเสนอขาย 2/
ราคาก่อนการเสนอขาย
Price Dilution =
0.36 – 0.41
0.36
Price Dilution =
-13.8 %
The impact on the share price is less than 0, so it does not affect the price.
Price Dilution

=

(3) Impact on earnings per share (Earnings per share dilution)
EPS Dilution
=
EPS Before the offering – ESP After the offering
Price before the offering
The company's net profit (Consolidated Financial Statements Quarter 1/2563) cannot process a
negative impact on the calculation of profit for shareholders.
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Note:
1 / Market price before the offering = Weighted average price of ordinary shares in the Stock
Exchange 7 consecutive days prior to the meeting date. Board of Directors on July 17, 2020 (at a
price of 0.36 baht per share)
2 / Market price after offering = (Market price x Shares paid up + (Offering price x Number of shares offered)
Number of shares paid up + Number of shares offered this time

= [(0.36x6,530,871,595) + (0.50x3,545,000,000)] = 0.41 baht per share
(6,530,871,595 + 3,545,000,000)

Calculation 2 separate cases
(1) Effect on shareholders' equity (Control dilution)
(1.1) In case of capital increase by way of private placement, without any exercise of the Warrants
to purchase the Company’s newly issued ordinary shares
Control Dilution

=

Control Dilution

=

Control Dilution

=

The number of shares supported this time
total number of shares paid up+ number of shares supported this time)
3,000,000,000
(3,000,000,000+6,530,871,595)
31.48%

(1.2) In case of capital increase by way of private placement, with the exercise of the Warrants to
purchase the Company’s newly issued ordinary shares in full
Control Dilution

=

Control Dilution

=

Control Dilution

=

The number of shares supported this time
total number of shares paid up+ number of shares supported this time)
3,545,000,000
(3,545,000,000+6,530,871,595)
35.18%

(2) Effect on stock price (Price dilution).
(2.1) In case of capital increase by way of private placement, without any exercise of the Warrants to
purchase the Company’s newly issued ordinary shares
Price Dilution =

Market price before the offering1/ – Market price after the offering 2/
Market price before the offering
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Price Dilution

=

Price Dilution

=

0.36 – 0.40
0.36
-12.24%

The impact on the share price is less than 0, so it does not affect the price.
(2.2) In case of capital increase by way of private placement, with the exercise of the
Warrants to purchase the Company’s newly issued ordinary shares in full
Price Dilution =
Price Dilution

=

Price Dilution

=

Market price before the offering1/ – Market price after the offering 3/
Market price before the offering
0.36 – 0.49
0.36
-36.11%

(3) Impact on earnings per share (Earnings per share dilution)
EPS Dilution

=

EPS Before the offering – ESP After the offering
Price before the offering

The company's net profit (Consolidated Financial Statements Quarter 1/2563) cannot process a
negative impact on the calculation of profit for shareholders.
Note:
1 / Market price before the offering = Weighted average price of ordinary shares in the Stock Exchange 7
consecutive days prior to the meeting date. Board of Directors on July 17, 2020 (at a price of 0.36 baht per share)
2 / Market price after offering pp
= (Market price x Shares paid up + (Offering price x Number of shares offered)
Number of shares paid up + Number of shares offered this time
= [(0.36x6,530,871,595) + (0.50x3,000,000,000)]
(6,530,871,595 + 3,000,000,000)
= 0.40 baht per share
3 / Market price after offering pp+w = (Market price x Shares paid up + (Offering price x Number of shares offered)
Number of shares paid up + Number of shares offered this time
= [(0.36x6,530,871,595) + (0.50x3,000,000,000)+ (2.00x545,000,000)]
(6,530,871,595 + 3,000,000,000+545,000,000)
= 0.49 baht per share
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(4) the value that the shareholders receive in comparison with Dilution
When considering the full picture of the impact on shareholders. This capital increase will provide the
company with an opportunity to generate income and profit. This will result in the company can
generate good returns. To shareholders in the long term It will also help compensate for the equity
that appears in the financial statements of the company in a better way. In addition, the company has
set a dividend payout rate to shareholders at a rate of not less than 4 0% of net profit after tax. All
corporate income and legal reserves already However, the dividend payment is subject to change
depending on the potential. Performance growth, investment plans, liquidity, expansion, and future
necessity and suitability. In order to create good returns to shareholders in the future
4.Opinion of the Board of Directors
4.1 Reason and necessity for capital increase
The Board of Directors is of the opinion that Due to the current situation and economic
conditions the issuance and offering of the Company's newly issued ordinary shares will enable the company to
raise capital within a relatively short period of time and reduce the cost of loan interest expenses. Make the
company liquid and cash flow, which, when combined with the Company's existing cash balance, will open up
business opportunities and be able to manage large-scale projects more efficiently, improving the readiness to
execute the company's future investment plans. It also helps to create opportunities to generate income and
profit for the company. This will result in the company can generate good returns. To shareholders in the long
term It will also help compensate for the equity that appears in the financial statements of the company in a
better way.
In addition, the company has set a dividend payout rate to shareholders at a rate of not
less than 40% of net profit after tax. All corporate income and legal reserves already However, the dividend
payment is subject to change depending on the potential. Performance growth, investment plans, liquidity,
expansion, and future necessity and suitability. In order to create good returns to shareholders in the future
Both projects are of particular benefit to the public. Pyrolusite Project, which is a project to
treat used water and drinking water to get standard water suitable for various applications. Including
consumption For Thai Herbal Products Project Is a project that processes and distributes Thai herbs in various
forms
Both projects are not new businesses. But is an extension of the old business Therefore
have confidence in conducting business according to the proposed project.
4.2 Possibility of the plan to use the funds received from the offering And the adequacy of
funding sources
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When considering the implementation plans of both projects. Thai Herbs Project It is a
collaboration with 3 departments between (1) the Company, (2) Department of Thai Traditional and Alternative
Medicine, and (3) Medical Association of Thai Traditional and Combined Medicine. There is a high possibility of
implementing the project, for example, although the company does not have expertise in the production of
herbs. But the company has an aptitude for retails, be it online, and have own storefront marketing. With
expertise in research and more than 300 kinds of herbs, it is the source of cooperation to create camphor brand
for a period of 10 years, forecast 100 branches within 3 years and continue to sell as a franchise in the future.
Providing knowledge and advice on effective herbal production under the brand Camphor which the work of the
Department of Medicine It is not the only camphor product. Other agencies or companies can request
permission to produce under their own brand, for example Abhaibhubejhr, Ouean, Wesphong, etc.
Pyrolusite Project The Company has conducted a study to test the efficacy of mineral
quality over a period of time. And not a new business but it is a business that extends to the implementation of
the water supply project on Koh Samed. The board of directors is therefore confident about the plan to
implement the said project
This capital increase will enable the company to have sufficient working capital to cover the
costs of both projects and to be used for comprehensive project management. Significantly
4.3 Justification of the Capital Increase and the Plan to Use the Proceeds from the Offering
of Shares
This capital increase is reasonable and the funding plan for each project. It will generate
the greatest benefit to the company if the company proceeds by other means instead of raising capital for
private placement such as borrowing. This may cause the company to have problems in working capital and
creating a large debt burden. Including the interest expense that affects the net profit of the company. Or if it is
to increase capital to existing shareholders in proportion There may be some uncertainty in the amount that will
be raised from the funding. And it may be a burden to the existing shareholders to pay the capital increase and
have a time frame for action that is greater than the capital increase for the specific investors. The Audit
Committee has no different opinion from the Board of Directors. On the matter of the reasonableness of the
capital increase and the aforementioned financial plans.
4.4 Impact expected to occur on the business operation of the company As well as
financial status And performance of the company due to the capital increase
This capital increase is beneficial to the Company's business operation as it enhances the
strength and stability of the Company's financial position. As a result, the company has decreased debt to
equity ratio. The issuance and offering of the newly issued ordinary shares will help the company to raise capital
in a short time and reduce the burden of existing shareholders to raise capital. This will result in the company
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having liquidity and enabling the company to have sufficient cash flow to help open up opportunities and make
the company have funds to support the company's business according to the funding plan.
4.5 Appropriateness of the price of the newly issued shares to be offered to the private
placement and the basis for determining the said offering price.
The company determines the offering price, which is a mutual negotiation between the
company and investors. The company compared with the market price of the company's shares. The
calculation is based on the weighted average price of the Company's shares traded on the stock exchange for
at least 7 consecutive days prior to the date of the Board of Directors' meeting. Offering price of newly issued
ordinary shares. The above is therefore not lower than 90 percent of the market price according to the
announcement No. TorJor.
The issuance of the newly issued ordinary shares is an offering of shares that the Board of
Directors has resolved to clearly determine the offering price in order to propose the shareholders' meeting to
consider clearly stipulating the offering price at the price of 0.50. Baht per share, totaling not more than
1,500,000,000 baht, which is the offering price not less than 90 percent of the market price in accordance with
the criteria specified in the Notification of the Capital Market Supervisory Board No. TorJor. 72/2558 regarding
the approval of listed companies to offer new shares for sale. Private Placement dated 28 October 2015 (and as
amended) (“Tor Jor. 72/2558” Notification). The market price for the offering of newly issued ordinary shares to
investors is calculated. From the weighted average price of the Company's ordinary shares. Traded on the
Stock Exchange of Thailand (“SET”) for at least 7 consecutive working days but not more than 15 consecutive
days prior to the date of the Board of Directors No. 3/2020 meeting on July 17, 2020 resolved to propose. This
agenda item shall be submitted to the Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders No. 1/2020 of the
Company to consider and approve the issuance of newly issued ordinary shares of the Company to a specific
investor (Private Placement) (between 8-16 July 2020). Equal to 0.36 baht per share (data from SETSMART
according to www.setsmart.com), representing an additional (Premium) at the rate of 38.89 percent of the
market price. Discount from market price Therefore, it does not qualify as an offering of newly issued shares at a
price lower than the market price specified in the Tor jor. 72/2558 Notification. The Company does not wish to
issue and offer shares at a price lower than the market price for the benefit of the Company. And shareholders
as a whole.
Considering the reasons, necessity and benefits that the Company will receive from the
issuance and allocation of the newly issued ordinary shares for sale to the private placement as mentioned
above. The Board of Directors therefore approved the issuance and allocation of newly issued ordinary shares
to be offered to investors. With the opinion that allocation conditions The offering price of the newly issued
ordinary shares to investors is appropriate and for the best interests of the shareholders. This will enable the
company to be able to find sources of funds within the required amount within a limited time.
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4.6 Reasons and necessity for offering new shares to the private placement
Issuance and offering of newly issued ordinary shares to all 3 investors. The Board of
Directors has considered that
1. Mr. Phatharadej is a person with direct experience in pyrolusite for more than 10 years.
Pool was born to develop more value-added products. Including being a person with stable financial status And
have the potential to actually invest in the company
2. Mr. Thanat Trititithat has extensive experience in the production of herbal products. He is
knowledgeable and capable of giving advice to the company in the herbal project as well as being a person
with stable financial status. And have the potential to actually invest in the company
3. Mr. Chalerm Phong Mahavanichwong Is a person with experience in managing a
company in the stock exchange in relation to the production business and distribution channel. This will help the
implementation of new projects. Of the company more efficiently, it also has business relationships in various
fields. From work experience Which will be able to extend existing businesses and new businesses of the
company as well Including those with stable financial status and have the potential to actually invest in the
company
In this regard, the capital increase for the above three persons It will help the company to
raise capital within a short time and reduce the burden of existing shareholders to raise capital. This will result in
the Company having liquidity and enabling the Company to have sufficient cash flow to help open opportunities
and make the Company have funds to support the Company's business according to the funding plan. Also due
to the economic recession Therefore, the Board of Directors does not want to create a burden on raising funds
this time with the existing shareholders. Therefore, choosing a method to increase capital To such specific
persons (Private Placement)
5 Certification of the Board of Directors on the capital increase
In the event that the Company's directors fail to perform their duties in accordance with the
law Objectives and articles of association of the company as well as resolutions of the shareholders' meeting
with honesty and prudence to preserve the interests of the company in matters relating to capital increase by
doing or omitting any action that does not perform such duties and cause Causing damage to the company The
company can claim compensation from that director. But if the company does not claim the said compensation
Shareholders who Holding not less than 5% of the total issued shares, will notify the company to make a claim
and if the company does not Proceed as the shareholder notified those shareholders. Can claim compensation
from such director on behalf of the company in accordance with Section 85 of the Public Limited Companies
Act 2535 (including amendments). Refrain from doing any act of the director Which failed to perform duties in
accordance with the law Objectives and Articles of Association As well as resolutions of the shareholders'
meeting with honesty and care to protect the interests of the company. In regards to the capital increase That is
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the cause of the directors, executives or related persons to have wrongful benefits. The company may sue to
director is responsible for returning the said benefit to the company or a shareholder who holds shares and has
voting rights in aggregate not less than 5 percent of the total voting rights of the company will notify the
company to do so. Failed to act as the shareholder notified within 1 month from the date of notification Such
shareholders can exercise their right to sue the benefits from those directors on behalf of the company under
Section 89/18 of the Securities and Exchange Act B.E. 1992 (including as amended)
In addition, the Board of Directors hereby certifies that the Board of Directors has
exercised caution in considering and verifying investor information. It is of the opinion that the allocation of
newly issued shares to such investors is appropriate. Such investors have investment potential. Useful
knowledge or experience that will help support the company's business. And create benefits for the company
The company hereby certifies that the information contained in this report is correct and
complete in all respects.
signature

(Mr. Ummarit Klomchitcharoen)
Director

(Mr. Sirisak Piyatassrikul)
Director
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Project details

Pyrolusite Water Filtration Mineral Project
Over the years, More Return Public Company Limited (“the Company”) has sought and
studied new businesses. In order to create opportunities to increase income and return for shareholders in the
long term. In addition, at present, the Company is in the process of constructing a water distribution and
distribution pipeline on Koh Samed. During the beginning of the construction of the water supply project on Koh
Samed, the Company has continuously studied the R.O. (Reverse Osmosis) system and other water-related
systems, thus recognizing the opportunity to do business related. And get advice from an agency that has
expertise (Regional Waterworks) In the water distribution system for consumption and consumption, the
management company therefore conducted a study on the properties of pyrolusite. Which is an important and
special feature in solving the problem of unclean water from various contaminants. Together with ** Asia Water
System Solution Co., Ltd. "(AWSS)" has been researching and testing the properties of these minerals together
over a period of more than 2 years, such as testing in groundwater, brackish water and shrimp ponds. In
addition, the Company's management has business partners in connection with the said business and therefore
sees a channel to operate in the mineral business as planned.
For this reason, the company Therefore, we saw a channel to conduct such business. From
studying and testing minerals with KhunPattaradej Poolkerd, the owner of the mining With a long history of
mining and experience in pyrolusite Therefore negotiations on the mineral business This resulted in an exclusive
mineral purchase agreement passed by the resolution of the Board of Directors Meeting No. 2/2020 on May 14,
2020, which approved the Company to sign the Pyrolusite filter purchase agreement with May Plus 2005
Company Limited, the holder of the concession certificate No. 5/2552, requesting the production of pyrolusite in
the Chiang Mai area for a period of 10 years from the date of the agreement. Or amount of 400,000 tons,
whichever comes first. And in case the contract expires the contract parties can renew the agreement for a
period of 5 years at a time by setting the appropriate purchase price again.
Note: According to the information of the Department of Business Development ** Asia
Water System Solution Company Limited located at 343 / 314-315 Klonglamjiak Road. Nuanchan Subdistrict,
Bueng Kum District, Bangkok, Tel: 021066400 Ms. Waranrada Jirawatjradet and Mr. Yuttana Kwang Seng are
the Company's directors. Operates type business: 37000 wastewater management
The directors and shareholders of the said company do not have any relationship. There
is no conflict of interest with the management and with the company “MORE”.
The implementation plan of Pyrolusite Water Purification Project has main target customers
which are group companies or residential houses in areas experiencing drinking water problems. And
consuming unclean from various contaminants by dividing plans Operate in 2 ways:
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1. To act as a distributor of such minerals to general consumers. By selling in stores, online
distribution channels Including manufacturers of water purifiers It is proposed to use mineral as a filter instead
of other filters such as gravel, sand, carbon, etc.
2. Procurement of water filter equipment with pyrolusite water filter for distribution, which is
the production according to the ordered quantity. With target customers as Community water treatment
business and schools in Rural areas with water quality problems
From the project operation plan as mentioned above, the Company anticipates that it will
be able to start the operation and distribute the products after receiving the capital increase this time. The
Company conducts a study and analysis of project returns, including an internal rate of return analysis of the
project. (IRR : Internal rate of return) It was found that the project had a 35.78% return rate, 55.66 - 58.38%
Gross Profit Margin and 22.29 - 25.90% Net Profit Margin.
However, the company still has the intention and determination to operate the business. By
setting policies and goals for organizational expansion. From seeking more opportunities and distribution
channels as well

Characteristics of Pyrolusite (Pyrolusite)
Pyrolusite It is a natural manganese dioxide mineral used to filter water. Rust filter For
consumption and consumed with the properties of the mineral itself that is dark brown to black Not sluggish and
with very little wear and tear, it can be used as a mineral filter for water treatment. And improve the quality of
turbid water, rust water, iron water to be clear, clean, free from odor, color and dirt contaminated with water
without using chemicals. With maximum efficiency
As the mineral pellet is a whole natural manganese dioxide tablet, suspended metal is
captured. And various heavy suspensions on the outside of the mineral body and there are gaps that can store
heavy suspended solids in large quantities, while the water that flows into it is clean water. In this way, pyrolusite
can effectively trap iron rust, manganese and heavy suspended solids, and when back wash to increase the
surface area, the suspended solids outside the ore are drifted out of the tank. When the ore is clean, it is ready
to continue to trap rust.
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Water quality testing at various locations. For almost 2 years
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,
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Performance testing of Pyrolusite
The water in the aquarium, which looks turbid at 19.00, just through the Pyrolusite

filter.

ภาพ

At time 11.00 PM

At time 7.00 AM

At time 8.00 PM
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Procedures and methods of using Pyrolusite filtration mineral (Pyrolusite) MORE PYRO PURE

MORE PYRO PURE comes in 3 sizes: S M L

And in order to increase the efficiency of filtration All three sizes of mineral are required, provided that amourpropre has a filtration rate that is 3 times higher than conventional mixed filters, as well as extending the lifetime
of the mineral. It can also be used with tap water. And groundwater
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Since Morse MORE PYRO PURE Minerals is 100% natural and therefore need to be cleaned
before use.

step 1 Mineral washing before use Open valve No. 1 and 3, close valve No. 2,4,5 by noticing
the drainage. From mineral washing water that is black Will gradually change to clearer water,
then go into step 2

Step 2 Testing the water before use By closing the valve number 1,3,5, valve number 2 and 4
in the first 1-2 minutes of the test. The water is still black in color. After that, when the mineral
sets the body, it will have clear and clean water ready to use. Then go into step 3

Step 3 Water activation When the water is clear and clean. Close valve number 4, open valve
number 5 to bring water into consumption.
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Due to mineral pellets It is a natural manganese oxide granule, thus capturing suspended
metals and heavy suspended solids. Get a large amount on the outside of the mineral Making
the water flowing into clean water This can be seen from the image of the sample capture of the
substance on the left. But when you can use it for a while Should perform a back wash or back
wash to add texture to the minerals outside of the mineral. Will come out of the ore

Step 4 Back wash

It is the same as the mineral washing process. By opening the valve

number 1 and 3, closing the valve number 2,4,5 when the mineral is clean, it is ready to act as
a trap for various suspensions to continue.
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Thai Herbal Products Project
The project is operated under More medical Company Limited (9 9 .9 9 % of the subsidiary
company) is a joint project of 3 departments between (1 ) the Company (2 ) Department of Thai Traditional
Medicine and Thai Traditional Medicine. Alternative Medicine and (3 ) Association of Thai Traditional and
Combined Medicine (Is the owner of the trademark of quality herbal products under the name "Camphor") to
promote Thai herbal and herbal products entrepreneurs. By promoting the sale of Thai herbal products both at
home and abroad. To increase the value and potential of international competitiveness of the country in herbs
the company distributes the products under the brand "Camphor" as a model for quality herbal products shop.
On May 2 1 , 2 0 2 0 , the company has signed a memorandum of cooperation and operates quality herbal
products. Quality herbal products shop under the brand "Camphor" for a period of 1 0 years from the date of
signing the contract.

illustration: Signing Ceremony of the Memorandum of Understanding for the Three Organizations
And on July 9-15, 2020, Dr. Ya Thasuk is held at Icon Siam in order to launch An At time d
promote the launch of products under the brand "Camphor" and released at ICONSIAM and FOODLAND 7
branches
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Illustration: Doctor of Medicine at Tha Suk at Icon Siam

The company plans to work in the fourth quarter of 2020 to research Thai herbal products in
order to increase the product variety. Which the Department of Medical Services It has more than 300 herbal
research projects and due to the company's experience and expertise from its existing business in the retail
distribution business (Retails) both online and offline. And able to expand distribution channels to make it easier
to reach customers And collect herbal products to sell to increase the potential of Thai herbal products
Therefore, it is viewed that the cooperation of the three parties will be able to use the potential of each side to
work together effectively and achieve the goals of doing business together in order to create profits and
corporate growth in the future and plan to implement. Making a franchise in the next order
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The Company anticipates that this project will be able to generate sustainable income for the company. Due to
the current state, there are people who use Thai herbal products widely. The company sees an opportunity to
research and produce herbal products. By receiving cooperation from relevant departments, an organization
with knowledge in researching and developing herbal products to produce and sell to consumers with quality
and also saw an opportunity to increase distribution channels in leading stores and general supermarkets
The project has an operating budget of 300 million baht. In the third quarter of 2020, the company has operated
Thai herbal products under the brand "Camphor" and organized a product launch event, and a shop including
selling products. For public relations and plans to research Thai herbs to produce herbal products for sale in
stores According to the plan Both online and expanding branches Including department store stores and
drugstore kiosk the goal is to expand 100 branches within 3 years, including the production of various herbal
products. The Company has formulated an operational plan and analyzed the performance of the said project.
(ROI: Return on Investment) 1.0% -1.36% Gross Profit Margin 53% and Net Profit Margin 21%
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